DO MORE WITH HP ACCESSORIES

HP Mini VGA Cable

The VGA Cable allows you to connect to an external monitor quickly and easily. Provides increased productivity by allowing you to access email or read notes on one monitor while giving a presentation on the other.

- **Expandability**
  The Mini VGA Cable easily allows you to expand your Mini’s functionality by adding an external monitor
- **Easy to use**
  Ready to use right out-of-the-box. No need to install any software or driver updates
- **Enhanced productivity**
  Enhance your productivity by having your applications open on two separate monitors. Read email on one screen while working on a presentation on the other

**Compatibility**
- Compatible with the following notebook Series: HP: HP Mini 1000 Notebook; Compaq Presario: Compaq Mini 700 Notebook

**Dimensions**
- Out of package: 220 x 40 x 12 mm
- Packed: 218 x 100 x 75 mm

**Weight**
- Out of package: 0.039 kg
- Packed: 0.196 kg

**Warranty**
- 1 year limited warranty

**Additional information**
- P/N: FY828AA
- UPC/EAN code: 884420398356

**What’s in the box**
- Cable
- Warranty
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